
PREFACE

The Nyarjumata l&nguage , of which a structuralizatlon is

presented in the following chapters, is spoken hy approximately
p

700 ahorigines in the northwest of Western Australia . At the

time of the arrival of Anglo-Australian settlers at the mouth

of the de Grey River in 1864* the Nyaqiimata tribal territory

extended along the coast for 15O miles, and reached from 60 to

80 miles into the Great Sandy Desert (see Map l). By 1900, the

more valuable areas in the Northwest were being devoted to the

sheep and cattle industries, in which increasing niimbers of

aborigines — including Nyaqumata — were employed.

In 1946 most of the inland Nyaqumata (oulipatu), working

on sheep stations in the Warrawagine area, joined with members

of tribes to their south and west in a strike against their

employers, and in due course established a mining cooperative .

Nowadays, the quest for minerals (notably manganese, tantalite,

gold, tin, copper, columbite, beryl, and scheelite) and pearl-

shell takes the Dulipatu far afield throughout the Northwest,

though for much of the time most of them are to be found in the

vicinity of Port Hedland. The more conservative coastal

Nyarjumata (Wanyali) have meanwhile tended to continue in their

rSles of employees of Pardoo, Wallal, and Mandora sheep

stations. Those who until 1967 worked on Anna Plains cattle

station have moved either to the Roman Catholic Mission at La

Grange, or to the towns of Broome and Port Hedland.

As of i960, despite some intermingling of Nyarjumata from

various geographical points, it was still possible to distin-

guish I3ulipatu and Wanyali as dialects in terms of differences



on the lexical, morphophonemic , and morpho syntactic levels .

These differences fall far short of being sufficient for the

impairment of mutual intelligi"bility. Moreover, the Nyaigumata

share in an Australia-wide aboriginal predilection for other-

language-learning (and, concomitantly, other-dialect-learning)

.

Douglas reports (1955) that at Ooldea, in western South

Australia, ^'visitors from other dialect areas were frequently

passing through the district, and it was noted that informants

modified their speech according to their temporary associations

with members of other dialect areas". Conversely also, a

polite Wanyali visitor to the aulipatu will, within a matter of

days, replace speech-forms unique to his own dialect with the

corresponding forms used "by his hosts (e.g. by using Dulipatu

mitawa in place of Wanyali rjal^^un woman). Within Wanyali, Anna

Plains speech (Wanyalip) differs in minor details from that of

Mandora, Wallal and Pardoo (Wanyali ) , particularly in its

morphophonemics .

All Nyaqumata can at least express everyday needs in

English. In general, nulipatu have greater fluency in the

language than Wanyali. Probably at least 90% of Nyaqumata speak

English with a readily discernible aboriginal 'accent' .

Nyarjumata and its northeastern neighbor, Garadjeri ,

sharing as cognate 57% of the 100 items of a basic vocabulary
o

test list, form the Margie subgroup of the Southwestern group
9

of the Pama-Nyuqan phylic family , one of well over a score of

phylic families existing within Australia, according to

lexicostatistic criteria . In Map II, the relationship between

the Wanyali dialect of Nyaqumata and other languages spoken in

the western third of Australia is indicated in terms of

percentages of putative cognates appearing in the test list.

If projected into Eastern Australia, the percentage isoglosses

would, with few exceptions, reflect decrease in cognate



der.sities with increasing geographical distance. A comparison

oetween I\yaguinata and Umpila (spoken in northern Cape York

Per.ir.sula) yields, for example, a cognate ciensity of only 8%,

though the tv/o languages are within the same phylic family,

Deing linked by chains of far more closely related pairs of

languages stretching right across Australia.

Neither of the Nyaqumata dialects has heen extensively

described. The close relationship between Garadjeri and

Nyai]umata was noted in Capell 19^0, and a Geradjeri Grammar

appears in Capell 1962. H. and G. Petri carried out

anthropological and linguistic research during 195i| and I960,

principally with Anna Plains informants. Between 1939 and

1961, J. and K. Wilson conducted anthropological research
among Nyarjumata living near Port Hedland and Roebourne.
L. Penrice, of the United Abrorigines Mission, spent part of

i960 and 1961 on a linguistic investigation of Nyarjumata as

spoken at Port Hedland.
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